e-LHESY
Children can learn
to write easily!

Electronic learning with a Handwriting
recognition System for normal pens

a) which records a first-class human communication process – handwriting – in four dimensions,
b) which compares the input of the text or numbers
against a given reference sample of writing,

Like a game, with no stress but with fun
jjust in the same way as with paper and pen,

c) which determines the degree of matching, and

no shift of culture, in a neutral way.

d) gives the corresponding visual signal, for example, a laughing Donald Duck for a good match, or
an angry Donald Duck for an inadequate match
against the reference sample.

Children learn to write letters and

e) Or which determines the right form of writing
and the correct results for tasks involving arithmetic, and which reacts as described above.

words and to count all by themselves,
and not to consume but to use a computer for what it really is: just a tool.
This avoids stress for the parents and
allows optimal monitoring of success

e-LHESY is a learning console
that makes completely objective
assessments.

f) This is supported by acoustic signals or by
instructions over a loudspeaker concerning the
input of the writing.

The HESY writing area is a tablet that

g) e-LHESY allows writing on normal paper at the
same time and is thus a form of Crossover
Media, or else THE bridge between the conventional, the familiar and the new,

records and evaluates all the dynamics

h) this being done without “culture shock” and in a
neutral way to ensure a smooth transition to
modern technologies.
i) And all without putting pressure on children,
parents and teachers.

has four pressure sensors underneath
it. It is a form of “writing scales” that
of the handwriting. The movable hand
rest makes it suitable for both lefthanded and right-handed persons.
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